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noun poss. pronoun

verb sub. conjunction

adjective co-ord conj.

adverb proper noun

pronoun collective noun

article abstract noun

determiner concrete noun

preposition quantifier

Name the punctuation. Choose if it is ‘a’ or ‘an.’

, fox

. decision

? soft toy

! arch

(    ) feeling

… discussion

: umbrella

don’t can not

won’t does not

couldn’t would not

Write sentence with 
demarcated fronted 

adverbial.
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noun poss. pronoun

verb sub. conjunction

adjective co-ord conj.

adverb proper noun

pronoun collective noun

article abstract noun

determiner concrete noun

preposition quantifier

Name the punctuation. Add an appropriate adjective.

, fox

. computer

? table

! caravan

(    ) beach

… sky

; dvd

Circle the proper nouns. Circle the verbs.

Piccadilly fork ask beautiful

Thomas Apple discuss ocean

table aeroplane think hair
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noun poss. pronoun

verb sub. conjunction

adjective co-ord conj.

adverb proper noun

pronoun collective noun

article abstract noun

determiner concrete noun

preposition quantifier

Add the correct punctuation symbol. Add an appropriate prefix.

semi-colon build

full stop plane

brackets connect

inverted 
commas legal

question 
mark forgettable

exclamation mark interpret

colon marine

Circle the prepositions. Circle the articles.

over crisp a be

inside through there an

boat before the from
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noun poss. pronoun

verb sub. conjunction

adjective co-ord conj.

adverb proper noun

pronoun collective noun

article abstract noun

determiner concrete noun

preposition quantifier

Add the correct punctuation symbol. Add an appropriate suffix.

semi-colon avoid

full stop hard

brackets wonder

inverted 
commas inject

question 
mark wise

exclamation mark fear

colon read

Circle certainty. Circle commands.

I might make it. I will meet you at 7pm. Are you Phillip? Do it now.

I will be there. I may be late. Pick that up. The ship is green.

We should meet up. I am running late. I am tired. Clean your room.
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noun poss. pronoun

verb sub. conjunction

adjective co-ord conj.

adverb proper noun

pronoun collective noun

article abstract noun

determiner concrete noun

preposition quantifier

Add the punctuation accurately. Add an appropriate suffix.

, Earlier that day the children 
had played in the garden. angel

. I just love SPaG mass

? Do you have a dream quick

! What a great idea vaccine

(    ) The beach in Anglia was very 
clean. happy

“ “ Are you being serious she 
said active

; Call me tomorrow I will give 
you my answer then. champion

Circle the relative pronouns. Circle coordinating conjunctions.

who his for an

those which if and

that our yet all
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noun poss. pronoun

verb sub. conjunction

adjective co-ord conj.

adverb proper noun

pronoun collective noun

article abstract noun

determiner concrete noun

preposition quantifier

Change adverbs to adjectives Add a suitable possessive pronoun.

happily car

swiftly pencil

foolishly school

angrily shoes

decisively hair gel

crazily wedding dress

lovingly school hall

Circle two synonyms. Circle two antonyms.

retell colour ignore push

elated pickle reward thrive

frown delighted celebrate acknowledge
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noun poss. pronoun

verb sub. conjunction

adjective co-ord conj.

adverb proper noun

pronoun collective noun

article abstract noun

determiner concrete noun

preposition quantifier

Rewrite in their expanded form. Rewrite in past tense.

I’ll play

he’ll fall

she’ll catch

we’re remain

mustn't can

won’t ride

didn’t blow

Circle apostrophes for possession. Circle the modal verbs.

I didn’t know. We can’t tell. could inside

Karen’s hair. Billy’s face. around can

The dog’s dinner. I wouldn’t. might may
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noun poss. pronoun

verb sub. conjunction

adjective co-ord conj.

adverb proper noun

pronoun collective noun

article abstract noun

determiner concrete noun

preposition quantifier

Identify the subject (S), object (O) and verb (V) in each sentence.

I love weekends. Peter paints posters.

She rides her bike. Freddy ate the cream cake.

Add an appropriate adverb. Add an appropriate verb.

stirred sleepily

watched lazily

Circle the relative pronouns. Circle coordinating conjunctions.

who his for an

those which if and

that our yet all
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noun poss. pronoun

verb sub. conjunction

adjective co-ord conj.

adverb proper noun

pronoun collective noun

article abstract noun

determiner concrete noun

preposition quantifier

Write in present tense. Add an appropriate suffix.

sucked brave

hid prevent

felt laugh

grew move

forgot celebrate

knew fond

went plan

Circle two synonyms. Circle two antonyms.

love draw worried friendly

speak find exaggerate dirty

play discover build relaxed
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noun poss. pronoun

verb sub. conjunction

adjective co-ord conj.

adverb proper noun

pronoun collective noun

article abstract noun

determiner concrete noun

preposition quantifier

Add the punctuation accurately. Add an appropriate prefix.

, As the sun went down they 
danced. plan

. Who knew charge

? What do you mean button

! How on earth infect

(    ) The tree a great oak was 
huge. patient

“ “ He said I am a boy sincere

; Our goal was ten mile  we 
only ran five. kind

Add the capital letters, commas 
and full stops. Circle subordinating conjunctions.

for lunch we ate sandwiches 
cakes scones and biscuits

until whether

regret fool

although since
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noun any person, place, thing. poss. pronoun my, our, his, her, your

verb any being, doing, having word sub. conjunction until, whilst, since etc

adjective any describing word. co-ord conj. for, and, nor, but, or, so 

adverb can it add to the verb. proper noun Capital Letter name.

pronoun his, her, he, she, I me, us etc collective noun clan, herd, pack ,troop

article a, an, the abstract noun truth, danger, happiness

determiner a, an, the, this, that, these concrete noun bell, sky, blanket etc

preposition in, on, under, inside, next to quantifier some, any many, few.

Name the punctuation. Choose if it is ‘a’ or ‘an.’

, comma a fox

. full stop a decision

? question mark a soft toy

! exclamation mark an arch

(    ) brackets a feeling

… elipses a discussion

: colon an umbrella

don’t do not can not can’t

won’t would not does not doesn't

couldn’t could not would not wouldn't

Write sentence with 
demarcated fronted 

adverbial.
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noun any person, place, thing. poss. pronoun my, our, his, her, your

verb any being, doing, having word sub. conjunction until, whilst, since etc

adjective any describing word. co-ord conj. for, and, nor, but, or, so 

adverb can it add to the verb. proper noun Capital Letter name.

pronoun his, her, he, she, I me, us etc collective noun clan, herd, pack ,troop

article a, an, the abstract noun truth, danger, happiness

determiner a, an, the, this, that, these concrete noun bell, sky, blanket etc

preposition in, on, under, inside, next to quantifier some, any many, few.

Name the punctuation. Add an appropriate adjective.

, comma grey, brown, 
sly etc. fox

. full stop new, old etc. computer

? question mark round, brown 
etc. table

! exclamation mark long, metal caravan

(    ) brackets golden, sandy 
etc. beach

… elipses blue, aegean 
etc. sky

; semi-colon round, 
reflective etc. dvd

Circle the proper nouns. Circle the verbs.

Piccadilly fork ask beautiful

Thomas Apple discuss ocean

table aeroplane think hair
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noun any person, place, thing. poss. pronoun my, our, his, her, your

verb any being, doing, having word sub. conjunction until, whilst, since etc

adjective any describing word. co-ord conj. for, and, nor, but, or, so 

adverb can it add to the verb. proper noun Capital Letter name.

pronoun his, her, he, she, I me, us etc collective noun clan, herd, pack ,troop

article a, an, the abstract noun truth, danger, happiness

determiner a, an, the, this, that, these concrete noun bell, sky, blanket etc

preposition in, on, under, inside, next to quantifier some, any many, few.

Add the correct punctuation symbol. Add an appropriate prefix.

semi-colon ; re build

full stop . aqua plane

brackets ( ) re connect

inverted 
commas “   “ il legal

question 
mark ? un forgettable

exclamation mark ! mis interpret

colon : sub marine

Circle the prepositions. Circle the articles.

over crisp a be

inside through there an

boat before the from
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noun any person, place, thing. poss. pronoun my, our, his, her, your

verb any being, doing, having word sub. conjunction until, whilst, since etc

adjective any describing word. co-ord conj. for, and, nor, but, or, so 

adverb can it add to the verb. proper noun Capital Letter name.

pronoun his, her, he, she, I me, us etc collective noun clan, herd, pack ,troop

article a, an, the abstract noun truth, danger, happiness

determiner a, an, the, this, that, these concrete noun bell, sky, blanket etc

preposition in, on, under, inside, next to quantifier some, any many, few.

Add the correct punctuation symbol. Add an appropriate suffix.

semi-colon ; avoid ing

full stop . hard er

brackets ( ) wonder ful

inverted 
commas “   “ inject ion

question 
mark ? wise r

exclamation mark ! fear fearful

colon : read ing

Circle certainty. Circle commands.

I might make it. I will meet you at 7pm. Are you Phillip? Do it now.

I will be there. I may be late. Pick that up. The ship is green.

We should meet up. I am running late. I am tired. Clean your room.
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noun any person, place, thing. poss. pronoun my, our, his, her, your

verb any being, doing, having word sub. conjunction until, whilst, since etc

adjective any describing word. co-ord conj. for, and, nor, but, or, so 

adverb can it add to the verb. proper noun Capital Letter name.

pronoun his, her, he, she, I me, us etc collective noun clan, herd, pack ,troop

article a, an, the abstract noun truth, danger, happiness

determiner a, an, the, this, that, these concrete noun bell, sky, blanket etc

preposition in, on, under, inside, next to quantifier some, any many, few.

Add the punctuation accurately. Add an appropriate suffix.

, Earlier that day, the children 
had played in the garden. angel ic

. I just love SPaG. mass ive

? Do you have a dream? quick ly

! What a great idea! vaccine ate

(    ) The beach (in Anglia) was 
very clean. happy ness

“ “ “Are you being serious,” she 
said active ity

; Call me tomorrow; I will give 
you my answer then. champion ship

Circle the relative pronouns. Circle coordinating conjunctions.

who his for an

those which if and

that our yet all
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noun any person, place, thing. poss. pronoun my, our, his, her, your

verb any being, doing, having word sub. conjunction until, whilst, since etc

adjective any describing word. co-ord conj. for, and, nor, but, or, so 

adverb can it add to the verb. proper noun Capital Letter name.

pronoun
his, her, he, she, I me, us 

etc collective noun clan, herd, pack ,troop

article a, an, the abstract noun truth, danger, happiness

determiner a, an, the, this, that, these concrete noun bell, sky, blanket etc

preposition in, on, under, inside, next to quantifier some, any many, few.

Change adverbs to adjectives Add a suitable possessive pronoun.

happily happy my, our, his 
etc. car

swiftly swift his, her, my 
etc. pencil

foolishly foolish our, my etc. school

angrily angry his, her, my 
etc. shoes

decisively decisive my, our, his hair gel

crazily crazy her, my wedding dress

lovingly loving our, my school hall

Circle two synonyms. Circle two antonyms.

retell colour ignore push

elated pickle reward thrive

frown delighted celebrate acknowledge
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noun any person, place, thing. poss. pronoun my, our, his, her, your

verb any being, doing, having word sub. conjunction until, whilst, since etc

adjective any describing word. co-ord conj. for, and, nor, but, or, so 

adverb can it add to the verb. proper noun Capital Letter name.

pronoun his, her, he, she, I me, us etc collective noun clan, herd, pack ,troop

article a, an, the abstract noun truth, danger, happiness

determiner a, an, the, this, that, these concrete noun bell, sky, blanket etc

preposition in, on, under, inside, next to quantifier some, any many, few.

Rewrite in their expanded form. Rewrite in past tense.

I’ll I will play played

he’ll he will fall fell

she’ll she will catch caught

we’re we are remain remained

mustn't must not can could

won’t will not ride rode

didn’t did not blow blew

Circle apostrophes for possession. Circle the modal verbs.

I didn’t know. We can’t tell. could inside

Karen’s hair. Billy’s face. around can

The dog’s dinner. I wouldn’t. might may
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noun any person, place, thing. poss. pronoun my, our, his, her, your

verb any being, doing, having word sub. conjunction until, whilst, since etc

adjective any describing word. co-ord conj. for, and, nor, but, or, so 

adverb can it add to the verb. proper noun Capital Letter name.

pronoun his, her, he, she, I me, us etc collective noun clan, herd, pack ,troop

article a, an, the abstract noun truth, danger, happiness

determiner a, an, the, this, that, these concrete noun bell, sky, blanket etc

preposition in, on, under, inside, next to quantifier some, any many, few.

Identify the subject (S), object (O) and verb (V) in each sentence.

I love weekends. Peter paints posters.

I (S) love (V) weekends (O). Peter (S) paints (V) posters (O).

She rides her bike. Freddy ate the cream cake.

She (S) rides (V) her bike (O). Freddy (S) ate (V) the cc (O).

Add an appropriate adverb. Add an appropriate verb.

stirred carefully, gently etc. read sleepily

watched attentively etc. tidied lazily

Circle the relative pronouns. Circle coordinating conjunctions.

who his for an

those which if and

that our yet all
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noun any person, place, thing. poss. pronoun my, our, his, her, your

verb any being, doing, having word sub. conjunction until, whilst, since etc

adjective any describing word. co-ord conj. for, and, nor, but, or, so 

adverb can it add to the verb. proper noun Capital Letter name.

pronoun his, her, he, she, I me, us etc collective noun clan, herd, pack ,troop

article a, an, the abstract noun truth, danger, happiness

determiner a, an, the, this, that, these concrete noun bell, sky, blanket etc

preposition in, on, under, inside, next to quantifier some, any many, few.

Write in present tense. Add an appropriate suffix.

sucked suck brave ed / er

hid hide prevent ion / ed / ing

felt feel laugh ing / ed

grew grow move ed / ing

forgot forget celebrate ion

knew know fond ness

went go plan ing

Circle two synonyms. Circle two antonyms.

love draw worried friendly

speak find exaggerate dirty

play discover build relaxed
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noun any person, place, thing. poss. pronoun my, our, his, her, your

verb any being, doing, having word sub. conjunction until, whilst, since etc

adjective any describing word. co-ord conj. for, and, nor, but, or, so 

adverb can it add to the verb. proper noun Capital Letter name.

pronoun his, her, he, she, I me, us etc collective noun clan, herd, pack ,troop

article a, an, the abstract noun truth, danger, happiness

determiner a, an, the, this, that, these concrete noun bell, sky, blanket etc

preposition in, on, under, inside, next to quantifier some, any many, few.

Add the punctuation accurately. Add an appropriate prefix.

, As the sun went down, they 
danced. re / over plan

. Who knew. re charge

? What do you mean? un button

! How on earth! dis infect

(    ) The tree (a great) oak was 
huge. im patient

“ “ He said “I am a boy.” in sincere

; Our goal was ten mile;  we 
only ran five. un kind

Add the capital letters, commas 
and full stops. Circle subordinating conjunctions.

For lunch we ate sandwiches, 
cakes, scones and biscuits.

until whether

regret fool

although since
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